Eaton announces the release of the Power Xpert gateway (PXG) 900, an electrical system communications device designed to deliver easy, remote access to power system parameters and alarms through a Web browser. Engineered to enhance energy performance in commercial, institutional, and industrial facilities, this compact solution allows for access to real-time and historical energy and power data from electrical equipment. Facility and energy management personnel can use this in-depth data to simplify decisions targeting enhanced electrical reliability, efficiency, and safety. For additional information please visit Eaton at www.eaton.com.

LockState introduces RemoteLock ACS, a cloud-based access control management system that integrates external door controllers with internal stand-alone WiFi connected locks for a complete access solution. With an easy-to-use and intuitive browser-based interface, the system integrates open architecture hardware from best-in-class manufacturers like Mercury and HID. The RemoteLock ACS includes traditional physical access management hardware typically used for perimeter access points, and integrates internal WiFi stand-alone door locks. Whether you have one door or thousands, the RemoteLock ACS brings solutions. For further information on LockState products visit www.lockstate.com.

Dero has a new publication, Pocket Guide to Bike Parking, a well-designed, easy-to-read resource to help get bike parking right the first time. Learn about what makes a good bike rack, short-term and long-term options, capacity and space use, how to choose a site, installation, and more. This update to Dero’s original bike parking guide is more accessible than ever, with a clean design, stunning images, and a resource page to connect readers to bicycle advocacy organizations around the country. For more information on Dero visit www.dero.com.

CULTEC, Inc. releases the Recharger 902HD. This ultra-high capacity model is an ideal solution for high-volume stormwater management systems due to its lightweight maneuverability, shipping, and stockpiling benefits and design flexibility. Offering the benefit of minimizing project costs by maximizing storage volume in a given footprint, the Recharger 902HD is an ideal solution for high-volume stormwater management systems. For more information regarding CULTEC visit www.cultec.com.
Universal Lighting Technologies now offers simple light-emitting diode (LED) replacement options as they continue to expand the EVERLINE family, including T8 LED linear tubes, “LED ready” compatible ballasts and the EVERLINE LED retrofit kit. The newest product is the EVERLINE T8 LED tube—designed to serve as a direct replacement for conventional linear fluorescent lamps. These tubes are universally compatible with most Instant Start and Programmed Start ballasts. The T8 LED replacement lamps offer more than 30 percent immediate energy savings and installation ease. For more information, visit Universal Lighting Technologies at www.unvlt.com.

Siemens unveils radio frequency identification (RFID) transponders and a mobile handheld reader, expanding its line of Simatic RF600 RFID products with new transponders having large memory capacities, and a compact mobile read/write device. The new Simatic RF622T and RF622L Ultra High Frequency RFID transponders have capacities of 4 KB and can store large volumes of data while rapidly accessing tagged objects. The carriers are ideal for production control, asset management, and intralogistics distributed configurations. For more information on Siemens, visit www.siemens.com.

New Products listings are provided by the manufacturers and suppliers and selected by the editors for variety and innovation. For more information or to submit a New Products listing, e-mail Gerry Van Treeck at gvtgv@earthlink.net.
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